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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE COMPANY
Adventurer Drum Shop is a retail percussion Limited Liability Company located in Pittsburgh’s Lawrenceville Neighborhood. Its
mission is to provide people with the tools and space needed to learn percussion on a wide range of levels. From drum sets and
accessories ranging in price from affordable to luxury, the company strives to give people of all ages an outlet to be creative
while expressing emotions and character through music. Adventurer Drum Shop is still in the startup phase but is fully prepared
to take on the successes and challenges that come with starting a business, especially amidst a global pandemic.
THE CONCEPT
Everything starts with Eli Jarovich, a drummer himself, and trickles down to the sales staff and instructors providing lessons. He
became aware that other instrument retailers like Guitar Center and Hollywood Music and Sound Inc., had a limited set of
drums for sale, but none of the staff were really educated on the instrument, and lessons were hard to find. Noticing a void in
the marketplace, Adventurer Drum Shop was born. This is a long plan in the making for Eli. His passion for music has led him to
pursue a business where members of the drumming community, new and old, can feel at home. A variety of drums ranging
from low end to high end prices will be available for sale and affordable beginner, intermediate and advanced lessons will be
provided as well.
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
Based on research from Statista and personal knowledge from Eli, most drummers tend to be male aged 25-55. So, they will be
the main target market, but the shop’s main goal is to market to anyone interested in percussion instruments. There is also a
huge opportunity in marketing to parents of children in grade school who are looking for expressive outlets. As stated in the
section above, there is a need for this kind of business in Pittsburgh because the drumming community Is quite large and there
is not one percussion focused retail business in Allegheny County or its neighboring counties. In Pittsburgh and its surrounding
areas, Adventurer Drum Shop can easily take advantage of partnering with other instrument retailers who don’t sell percussion,
like Pittsburgh Guitar Shop. Adventurer Drum Shop’s goal is to resonate with any drummers who happen to play in the
Pittsburgh Area. With all the venues in the surrounding areas, the shop strives to be there if these drummers are ever in need
before a show.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND DISTINCTIONS
What makes Adventurer Drum Shop different than other music retailers in Pittsburgh is its sole dedication to the art of
percussion instruments. Adventurer Drum Shop is not just any old drum shop. The focus of the shop is to sell percussion
instruments while also creating an experience for the customer. From the minute a customer walks in the door, Adventurer
Drum Shop’s aesthetically pleasing interior design will make them feel welcomed and comfortable. The shop offers accessories
and drum sets that range in price to meet all the needs of the customers.
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MANAGEMENT TEAMS
Mr. Jarovich will be the lead management for Adventurer Drum Shop. His skills include knowledge of percussion instruments, a
business education, and a growing network of musicians in the drummer community all over the United States. Jarovich will
have co-founders Sarah Knight, Machaela Erdeljac, and Nicole Lakovic all working under him until he becomes stable enough to
run the shop on his own with his employees under him. Each of the founders have different skillsets to bring to the table,
making them all incredibly valuable to the startup and success of the shop.
MILESTONES
Adventurer Drum Shop has a few milestones that they are on track to meet within the first few years of opening the business.
The main milestones of the business are to gain repeat customers within the first six months, and to create a compelling and
effective marketing strategy within the first three months. Adventurer Drum Shop also plans to maintain a positive cashflow
throughout the entire run of the business, but especially within the first few years. Adventurer Drum Shop also strives to gain a
positive market response within the first year, so that business can continue to grow.
FINANCIALS
Adventurer Drum Shop will not be taking an external debt/loans. All financing for this project is through Equity Capital
Investments and Angel Investors. In total, Adventurer Drum Shop will receive $15,000 in Equity Capital Investments from seven
different sources. In the turn of events that business isn’t going so well, and investors need their money back, Adventurer Drum
Shop’s exit plan is to sell the shop to someone who is willing to continue the legacy of it. Although, if times get rough and the
Shop needs to be sold as soon as possible, the owners are willing to take whatever they can get for the shop from anyone who
is willing to buy.
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Adventurer Drum Shop, LLC’s mission is to inspire musicians to discover the outlet of music and provide them with the tools
needed to play percussion instruments. To achieve this mission, they will sell a variety of drums ranging in price, along with
accessories such as sticks, amps and mics. They will also provide lessons from skilled percussion artists for customers to
purchase.
Adventurer Drum Shop has trademarked their logo. They have also acquired the web domain “AdventurerDrumShop.com” as
their primary web domain, as well as “AdventurerDrum.com” and “AdventurerDrums.com” which will re-direct to their main
site. The acquisition of these domains will protect their digital properties.
Adventurer Drum Shop will be managed by business owner Eli Jarovich. Creating a space where employees and management
are open to suggestion and working toward personal and financial incentives is the goal for the management style of
Adventurer Drum Shop.
The shop will be located at 4903 Butler Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15201. This location provides a large retail space which will be
used to display merchandise, conduct sales and will have a sound-proof, online-streaming capable room from which instructors
can teach lessons. The location has the option to add warehouse space at a later date, which Adventurer Drum Shop may opt
to utilize for overstock or conversion to a venue per their growth strategy. This location does have limited parking in front of
the building, which will allow for loading of purchases into customer vehicles. The primary source for parking will be on street,
which is not ideal but is common in this area of the city and will not impact sales.
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS & TRENDS
The History and Future of the Percussion and Musical Accessories Markets

2018

Total Revenue $2,581.3
(in millions)
Industry Growth Rate 3.7%

2019

2020

Next 3 years (avg)

$2,679.4

$2,624.8

$2,929

3.7%

-2%

11.6%
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SENSITIVITY TO ECONOMIC CYCLES
Adventurer Drum Shop will be sensitive to economic cycles, as drums and percussion instruments are perceived as a luxury
item. They will aim to combat this by offering economically friendly choices in times of financial hardship, allowing purchasers
to remain customers despite reduced income. Higher value inventory will be emphasized during economic booms to capitalize
on increased spending power.
Being a personalized and small shop, Adventurer Drum Shop has a chance to genuinely connect with local drummers who are
looking for a place to physically play and test percussion instruments. This will allow for increased business as the staff of the
shop develop and maintain these personal connections.
SEASONAL FACTORS
Over the course of the year seasonal factors will impact sales. Adventurer Drum Shop hopes to capitalize during each season
using the following strategies:
•

•

•

•

Christmas/Holidays: The holidays are a great time to bring in customers through sales/promotions. The shop will be
focused on maximizing sales during this time through increased stock in beginner drum sets, increased sales of
peripheral items, gift card sales, pre-purchase of drum lesson packages, and a focused marketing budget to increase
holiday sales.
Summer: With more foot traffic during the summer due to weather factors, Adventurer Drum Shop will be focused on
maximizing drop-in traffic. They will offer summer workshops, from beginner to advanced levels of expertise. These
will be focused on providing an outlet for children during the summers for children, to provide parents with
entertainment options during summer break.
Winter: Sales may drop as foot traffic is impacted by weather. During this time Adventurer Drum Shop will focus on
online sales and digital lesson packages allowing customers to remain involved while safe in their homes. Peripheral
sales may increase at the beginning of winter/late fall as students who are getting involved with band/drumline
activities at school.
Other: The pandemic has inspired people to pick new hobbies and try new things. The ability for Adventurer Drum
Shop to provide remote lessons and purchasing assistance will enable customers to remain safe while still purchasing
to support their new hobbies.

TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
The advances in electronic drum sets has allowed for less disruptive practice time for drummers and has increased interest in
the hobby which has translated to increased sales. Advanced drop-shipping systems provided through most manufacturers has
decreased the wholesale costs and inventory management needs of the Adventurer Drum Shop, allowing for reduced overhead
costs.
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SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION
Per an interview held with the owner of Rupp’s Drums in Denver, Colorado the primary method of supply and distribution of
large drum sets to customers is via drop-shipping. This enables businesses to customize orders to customer’s needs while
keeping overhead inventory costs low. Adventurer Drum Shop will be utilizing this method of distribution for most large orders.
ANTICIPATED CHANGES AND TRENDS IN INDUSTRY
The main three trends in the musical instrument retail industry include changing music tastes, growing instrument resale
segments, and the increase of music education in schools. The change in musical taste affects what instruments are selling. In
the last few years, it has been shown that consumers prefer lower priced instruments and a high variety of models and options.
As a drum set is a durable piece of equipment, it is a more environmentally sustainable option, which is an increasing trend in
society. Finally, the growth of music education in schools indicates there will be an increase in demand for instruments
necessary to complete these classes, as well as lessons to improve skills.
The sale of percussion instruments did fall in the early 2000’s but has been a steady market since 2014 with a predicted spike in
sales for 2021.
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TARGET MARKET
DEMOGRAPHICS/GEOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Consumer Characteristics
Ages Ranging from 25-55 with an income range of $40,000+. Most drummers tend to be male, but Adventurer Drum Shop will
market to anyone interested in music and percussion. Times are changing and all sorts of people are entering the music world,
so it is hard to know what may change. The Shop will get business from people who drum for a living, and as a hobby. In
proximity to Adventurer Drum Shop’s physical location are several high-paying technology firms like Uber, Facebook, Aurora
and Argo which still operating normally amidst the pandemic. It is assumed that because these firms are still operating as
normal, Adventurer Drum Shop can target this demographic to ensure they are reaching customers who still have a significant
amount of disposable income to spend on luxury items. The family size of the consumer is anywhere from single to a large
household. They are marketing to all ethnicities, mostly people with bachelor's degrees and who are currently renting their
living space.
LIFESTYLE AND PSYCHOGRAPHICS
Consumer Lifestyle
The consumer of Adventurer Drum Shop is someone status seeking, trend setting and fun seeking. For a consumer to make
their first purchase, it will likely be because they’re newly interested in drumming. Drum sets will probably be a onetime
purchase for most buyers as they will last for a number of years, but customers will come back for accessories like sticks, amps
and mics more frequently. The employees will recommend the replacement of drumheads every six months, which will bring
steadier business from dedicated drummers. It may take a few days for consumers to make a decision to purchase, so they have
enough time to price options and see what brand will work best for their needs. The customer will first learn about Adventurer
Drum Shop’s product through social media outlets and word of mouth. After beginning use, the customer will be motivated to
continue using the Shop’s products because it will become a hobby that brings joy or a career that earns money. Adventurer
Drum Shop’s products can be accessed in store or online for use of the products at home or on stage. The main form of
payment at Adventurer is credit card.
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MARKET SIZE AND TRENDS

In 2019 the total number of drum sets sold
was 124,500, a modest increase over the
previous year’s 123,400. Adventurer Drum
Shop estimates they can capture a small
percentage of the national market by
targeting the greater Pittsburgh region
(consisting of Allegheny, Beaver, Butler,
Westmoreland and Washington Counties).
The greater Pittsburgh region is home to 2.12
million (census.gov). The total US population
is estimated to be 328.2 million (census.gov).
Thus, the Pittsburgh region represents 0.6%
of the total US population. 0.6% of the total
drums sold in the United states is 747 drums,
a significantly higher number than
Adventurer Drum Shop’s estimated sales of
approximately 100 drum sets in 2021. It is
entirely possible for Adventurer Drum Shop to exceed their estimates based on the current drum market.
The market for drum sets saw a decline from 2005 to 2012, however, since 2013 it has remained relatively flat, with a current
rising trend starting in 2019. However, the same trend was not observed in accessories for the instruments, which has seen
growth year over year. With the Covid-19 Pandemic a significant portion of the populace has found itself picking up new
hobbies and has seen a focus on supporting local small businesses. Adventurer Drum Shop will capitalize on this trend by being
the local store where hobbyists can enter the percussion instrument field. Though the demand for high price instruments may
be flat due to Covid-19 job losses, according to an article in Technical.ly the job market in Pittsburgh has been booming with
high-paying tech jobs, many of which would avoid the disadvantages of work-from home. In Lawrenceville, where the shop will
be located, numerous high-paying technology firms including Uber, Facebook, Aurora and Argo are still operating and paying
employees as they were prior to Covid-19. Adventurer Drum Shop expects that the impact of the pandemic will be lessened as
a result of these high-paying jobs being retained near their location.
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THE COMPETITION
COMPETITIVE POSITION
The Adventurer Drum Shop will be the only locally owned retailer of drums in the greater Pittsburgh region. The only nearby
locally owned competitor would be the Hawthorn Drum Shop, which is more focused on reselling and refurbishing drum sets
rather than retailing new sets and peripheral components. Nationally owned competition is limited to Guitar Center, which has
two locations in the greater Pittsburgh region, neither of which are located within 10 miles of the location for Adventurer Drum
Shop.
MARKET SHARE DISTRIBUTION
The Adventurer Drum Shop will be one of thousands of locally owned instrument shops around the country that have
collectively captured the predominant share of sales despite the presence of two large-scale competitors. Guitar Center
controlled 39.5% of the Musical Instrument market in 2017, a decrease from previous years (Market Share Reporter).
“According to U.S. Census Bureau data released in December of 2018, in 2016 the industry included 2,805
businesses (3,640 establishments) employing 28,129 people with a collective annual payroll of $726.85 million.
Of these businesses, the vast majority (2,626) had fewer than 20 employees. Only two firms employed more
than 500 people. One of these two is Guitar Center” (Musical Instrument and Supplies Stores)
Adventurer Drum Shop will see competition from two major global retailers:
•

•

Guitar Center is a well-known musical instrument retailer, which provides online and physical location sales. However,
it is more of a generalist store – offering a wide range of products across a significant array of musical instruments. As
such, it is perceived as lower value to any musician who is looking equipment that is more specialized.
Amazon.com carries a wide range of musical instruments, but only provides online sales. As such, it can be very
difficult to try out drum kits, which are a highly personalized to the individual drummer.

FUTURE COMPETITION
Future competition for Adventurer Drum Shop would mostly include new online retailers or other entrepreneurs starting small
music shops in Pittsburgh. With Adventurer Drum Shop being the first of its kind in the area, it will have a competitive
advantage against future local stores opening in the region.
BARRIERS TO ENTRY
The primary barrier to entry for Adventurer Drum Shop is the cost of physical inventory and retail space. The capital
investments made in the business will ensure they are able to overcome these barriers.
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STRATEGIC POSITION & RISK ASSESSMENT
INDUSTRY TRENDS
Retail Application Program Interfaces are used to enable mobile payments and customize customer experiences and are
commonly used by current instrument companies and retail stores. With developments in technology, personalized experiences
are being provided for consumers, which is creating an increase in impatience. Thorough and quick technology is key. Digital
wallets such as PayPal, Apple Pay, and more are being provided by new companies as well. Adventurer Drum Shop will capitalize
on these needs by ensuring they are using the most up-to-date software and register system provided by Square.
TARGET MARKET
Though their target market is defined by market trends within Pittsburgh, Adventurer Drum Shop is highly aware that their
target market may shift as a result of the economic changes due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The trend currently remains in line
with the defined target market (found on page 11).
COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
The music retail industry can be referred to as an oligopoly. The top two thirds of the market share are dominated by Guitar
Center and Amazon, while local shops have small shares in competition with said top sellers. Adventurer Drum Shop will
capitalize on this by being the only locally owned shop to take their share within the market in the greater Pittsburgh region.
COMPANY STRENGTHS
Being a one stop shop for instruments, lessons, and overall knowledge of percussion is one of the biggest strengths of
Adventurer Drum Shop. This is a service you cannot get when purchasing from larger companies such as Guitar Center or
Amazon. Atmosphere and aesthetic are another huge strength for Adventurer Drum Shop as there is room to draw in
consumers simply for them to get a photo for their Instagram feed or to purchase unique store merchandise such as t-shirts and
drum rags designed to capture the Adventurer Drum Shop aesthetic.
RISKS ASSESSMENT
Financing is the biggest risk faced by Adventurer Drum Shop. Obtaining funds to cover the location cost, inventory, and utilities
will be a big initial obstacle, specifically during the current Covid-19 pandemic where investing in large financial endeavors is
quite the risk. Funding a new business purely from loans can be difficult regarding the lack of funds current small businesses are
receiving.
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DEFINITION OF STRATEGIC POSITION
Adventurer Drum Shop will be the only drum/percussion focused shop in the Pittsburgh area. Unlike Guitar Center and other
nationally owned chains who sell drums along with many other instruments and accessories, Adventurer Drum Shop hopes to
provide a more home-like and reliable environment in the shop so customers can feel more at home when they visit, and not
like they are visiting a mega store like Walmart. This strategy will lure people into the store by providing a sense of friendship
and building relationships.
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MARKETING PLAN AND SALES STRATEGY
COMPANY’S MESSAGE
Adventurer Drum Shop’s slogan is to “Start the Journey.” Having Adventurer in their name encourages new customers to stop in
and start a new hobby because the customer belongs in the adventure. Some key words that will be used in marketing
materials will be “Pittsburgh Drumming, Pittsburgh Percussion and Community”. The design of Adventurer Drum Shop is a
“cafe-style” vibe. This will be created within the retail space through natural color tones, wood displays and an open space
concept design. Seating will be provided post-pandemic to allow customers to stay and visit while in the retail space, which will
add to the overall vibe and community feeling. As far as displays and presentation goes within the shop, the most expensive
drums will have their own display stage in the front of the store. All other drums will be categorized by brand and price and
displayed in aisles. The checkout station will have a display with Adventurer Drum Shop merchandise such as t-shirts, rags, drum
sticks and coffee cups for purchase. Employee Uniforms will be casual, just jeans and an Adventurer t-shirt. Each employee will
get a black and grey t-shirt with the logo and slogan on them.
Adventurer Drum Shop’s website will follow the same “cafe-style” vibe of the physical shop, including the color scheme of
natural tones, along with photos of customers and members of the community. The product category-landing page will
resemble a menu rather than just a list of categories. Shoppers will have access to ways to communicate with the staff from
chat to phone that will allow them to lean on the expertise of the staff when deciding on the right products. When orders are
made, they will be packaged carefully and secured with Styrofoam nuggets along with personalized Adventurer Drum Shop
packing paper and sealed with an Adventurer Logo on the outside of the box. On top of the website, Adventurer Drum Shop can
be found on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and Tik Tok.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
VEHICLE
Social Media Advertising
Graphic/Web Design
Flyers/Brochures

Merchandising Displays
Tv & Radio
Online

SPECIFICS

FREQUENCY

COST PER YEAR

Instagram, Facebook

5 times a week
minimum

$1,800 Average

Internal

Once

$0

For upcoming events,
and to have around the
shop

As needed

$150

To display items

One-time purchase
(as outlined above)

$3,000

Radio Spots on relevant
stations and Spotify

3 times a week

$2,400

Website Design,
Hosting and
Maintenance

One time set up of $250
for SEO specialization and
web design (hour
consultation, 1.5 hour
setup off template),
monthly expense of
$50/month for hosting
($25- Webflow) and
Maintenance (30
min/month) services.
Internal updates of
merchandise
photos/pricing etc.
handled by staff (Free).

$250 one-time
$600/year subscription

(Personal Experience –
Knight)
Email Newsletters
Website Development
Maintenance

Using constant
contact

Monthly ($15/month
plan)

$180

Internal

As needed

$0

Social Media Specialist

As needed

$0
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OFFLINE MARKETING TACTICS
Customer Based Marking: Adventurer Drum Shop will be increasing sales from current customers by creating customer loyalty
systems and promotions as well as discounts on birthdays. The goal is to create a space where customers return because of the
overall great value, not because of specific deals or promotions so there will be a limit to the number of promotions created.
Adventurer Drum Shop aims to create an environment unlike any other music store in Pittsburgh, that invites musicians in.
Special Offers/Promotions:
•
•
•
•

Drumhead Promotion: Customers will be given a punch card to bring in each time they replace their heads. The tenth
visit will include a 10% discount on their drumhead purchase.
Venue Promotion: Bring in tickets from the latest concert at the venues listed above and secure $5 off purchase
Summer workshops: K-12 can sign up for month long lessons accompanied with a one-of-a-kind Adventurer Workshop
t- shirt, and the opportunity to meet a local band at the end of the month.
Half Off Lessons: First time drummers who buy a full drum set get one lesson at a 50% discount

Premiums: No significant premiums with in the first two years. However, as Adventurer Drum Shop works toward their
projected goal of having a local venue, they will be offering memberships to the Adventurer Drum Club with preferential
treatment to local bands that are members of the club for bookings within the venue.
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
Adventurer Drum Shop will partner with local venues such as Mr. Smalls Theatre, The Thunderbird Café and Spirit Lounge to
build brand recognition within the area. They will also partner with locally known bands for brand recognition and community
support.
ONLINE MARKETING TACTICS
Website: In the current business climate a well-designed, custom website is essential to success. The Adventurer Drum Shop
website will have a shopping section where customers can browse all drums currently in stock. There will also be a section
where lessons are priced and can be booked. A “meet the staff” page will be added to create a personable bran, as well as
provide a way for customers to connect directly to the staff to provide the high level of individualized care central to the
Adventurer Drum Shop Brand.
SEO/SEM: Throughout the website, Adventurer Drum Shop will ensure the page headers and meta descriptions are worded
with primary keywords for SEO. Additionally, the Shop will utilize accessibility features such as properly providing alt text for all
photos to ensure to receive an SEO boost from these keywords being included within those descriptions. All product
descriptions will be concise and key worded. All non-product content will be written and designed with SEO in mind, including
proper headers and titles for pages.
Email Newsletters: Newsletters will be sent out monthly to update customers on new inventory, limited edition adventurer
items and upcoming local concerts in the area using Constant Contact. This newsletter won’t be crowded with too much
information, just enough to keep the shop in their customers’ minds and be excited to see the new items in stock.
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Social Media: The main social media outlets used will be Facebook and Instagram to engage with customers. Facebook is great
for businesses to provide an overview of what a company offers and will boost SEO. Instagram is a little bit more personal and
can be used to sell inventory directly on the platform. Eventually the shop will venture into YouTube and TikTok because there
is opportunity to be made in this area. Viral videos can really boost recognition especially for a small business.
Other Online Ads: Initially Adventurer Drum Shop will rely on organic search and social media interaction rather than paid ads.
However, as the budget is expanded within the first year, the Shop will utilize the Google Ad platform to target local shoppers
interested in purchases that may otherwise select one of the larger retailers.
SALES FORCE AND STRUCTURE
As a retail business, the sales force will primarily consist of the owner-manager Eli, and one part- time employee for 20 hours a
week max, unless the shop is more successful than anticipated in years one and two. The retail sales force may expand based on
sales and demand within the area.
Eli will manage the daily operation of the store, including managing finances, outside representation and consultants,
scheduling, training, hiring, and personally staffing the store for a minimum of 35 hours weekly during peak hours. While
staffing the store he will also be responsible for all Salesperson Responsibilities. Sales personnel's main concern will be selling
the product. They will also be responsible for reporting which inventory has been sold. Sales employees will receive 3%
commission of sale. This is in line with industry standard that varies between 1-5%. Commissions will only apply to sale of
instruments, accessories, and merchandise (clothing and souvenirs) not lessons, and will be consistent regardless of the
category of the merchandise sold. Intermittently, Adventurer will offer commission bonuses based on seasonal peak periods –
for example “Sell a drum kit with three additional accessories and receive a $5 bonus”. As far as reimbursements go, sales
personnel will only be reimbursed for any expenses such as travel or entertainment if they are directly related to a job
requirement. This will be uncommon. Sales personnel will be responsible for their own commute/gas expenses. There will be
parking on site for them.
Eli as owner operator will be the General Sales Manager with all associates reporting directly to him. As the business grows,
there will be a promotion from within for an Assistant Sales Manager who will receive a higher base pay. General Managers will
not be eligible to receive commissions for sales; Assistant Managers will be eligible for commissions based on sales they make.
The General Sales Manager and Assistant Sales Manager will be responsible for all sales personnel training. Training is provided
when needed i.e.: when new employees are hired or there is an update in POS/Website system. Trainees will receive a proper
two weeks of close management training, learning the POS system, how to interact with customers, and all general knowledge
about the store.
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OPERATIONS
FACILITIES
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Location: Lawrenceville, PA. 4903 Butler Street
Square Footage: 2,000 square feet
Description of Use: Main building will be used for the display of merchandise, conducting sales, and teaching lessons.
The space will mainly be used for commercial drum shop business. Initial inventory and other supplies can be stored in
the additional warehouse space attached to the building which will aid in opening the store faster and keeping
inventory out of consumer site while the business is in building phase. The warehouse space can then be converted
into a small-scale concert venue once Covid-19 restrictions are lifted, and it is safe to host events.
Parking and Transportation: Limited parking is available at the storefront, but some parking spaces will be available in
the driveway located right outside of the property. Main source of parking will be the street parking that is available to
all local business. Street parking is not ideal but is common in city locations such as Adventurer Drum Shop’s. This is not
expected to interfere with sales.
Shipping Access and Facilities: The additional garage space provided with the location will be the ideal place to store
incoming shipments.
Warehouse Facilities: The garage space will be used similar-to the warehouse space such that inventory will be stored
here for the start-up period. After store is up and running, garage space will be used to store merchandise but will not
be actively used to store as most inventory will be out on the shop floor.
Length of Lease: Leases on 1, 2, 3, and 5-year contracts are offered by Wylie Holdings. The selected property has a
warehouse add-on option that is available sometime after the initial lease date with a cost that can be negotiated at
the time.
Rent and Terms of Rent: $1,600 a month, renewing every 2 years.

UTILITES AND MAINTENANCE
•
•
•
•
•

•

Average Monthly Utilities Cost: $545 per month
Costs Varying Due to Production Levels: Electricity and gas may fluctuate based on building usage.
Costs Varying Seasonally: AC and heat use will vary depending on weather.
Energy Efficient Methods: Solar panels, energy efficient windows and smart controls for thermostats as budget and
landlord allows.
Average Maintenance Costs: The building is listed as not needed any current maintenance. Limited maintenance
service will be offered by Wylie Holdings involving any emergencies related to the structure of the building. An
emergency fund will be held in the event of any unforeseen repairs.
Varying Maintenance Costs: Maintenance costs can also vary depending on weather. Bad winters can lead to damage
in the driveway, which would be the responsibility of the landlord to repair. Hot summers can also wear on HVAC
systems which will require tune ups.
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LABOR REQUIREMENTS
Adventurer Drum Shop will comply with all local, state and federal labor requirements. The correct application of these
regulations will be overseen through their LegalShield subscription and Paychex advisors for payroll taxes.
CAPITAL UTILIZATION
Capital will be utilized to purchase inventory, equipment and technology. Eli Jarovich will be the decision-maker for distribution
of funds.
EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT TO BE PURCHASED AT TIME OF OPENING:
ITEM

COST

SOURCE

NOTES/TERMS/FINANCING
OPTIONS

48” Display Case

$302.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 2

48” Register Counter

$296.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Slatwall Pinwheel Display

$209.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 2

48”X 24” Slatwall Panel

$164.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 4

Slatwall Hooks (Set Of 25)

$18.79-$20.11

Displays 2 Go Website

Get a mix of 6” and 8”

Slatwall Acrylic Displays

$4-$30 based on size

Displays 2 Go Website

Slatwall Cymbal Display
Arms

$5-$6

Midisplays Website

Drumstick Bin

$44.80

Midisplays Website

24”X36” Plexiglass Sheet
(X2)

$49.99

Amazon

Landline Phone

$35

Amazon

Exterior Sign

$1,000
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Adventurer Drum Shop will use the Square Store inventory management program which is cloud-based and integrated with
their website. Any inventory management decisions will be made by Eli Jarovich.
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
Eli Jarovich will be responsible for deciding which drums are purchased for display and sale. Adventurer Drum Shop will
maintain a small number of drum sets for immediate purchase but will focus on customized options and sets being dropshipped directly to consumers. Peripherals and souvenirs will be kept in inventory for immediate purchase.
The brands that will be featured at Adventurer Drum Shop will be Gretsch, Vater, DW, Sonor, Promark and Reno.
Drums and lessons can be purchased in person and online. Lessons will be conducted online until such time as it is safe to hold
them in person.
ORDER FULFILLMENT AND CUSTOMER SERVICE
Orders which will be drop-shipped to customers will receive final approval from Eli Jarovich prior to the order being placed.
Adventurer Drum shop will have a high expectation for valuable customer service from all of their employees, and that standard
will be enforce by Eli Jarovich.
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Adventurer Drum Shop plans to utilize the SquareSpace custom website to allow customers to purchase inventory remotely,
particularly as the Covid-19 pandemic continues. This will allow them to drop-ship to customers, increasing sales without
having to directly increase inventory. They will also utilize social media platforms and online video conferencing to allow their
experienced staff to speak directly to customers. This will allow Adventurer Drum Shop staff to provide the same level of care
to their customers as those customers would receive store. All online actions would function as an extension of the physical
retail space, rather than acting as a substitute.
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE NEEDS
•

•

•

•
•

On Premises Software
o Windows based software with internet access to access all cloud-based business systems
o Office 365 - $150 for a one-time installation
o QuickBooks - $25/month with expansion as needed to $70 a month
Cloud Based Computing/Software
o Square Register – self-contained hardware with software that uploads to a cloud-based business
management program. All Square software is cloud-based and can be accessed from any logged-in
location.
o Keypass – A free secure password management service that allows for secure password creation and
stores those passwords in a protected master database. Allows for quick identification of passwords that
may need to be changed when an employee leaves, while also allowing access to passwords to those in
need.
o Dropbox with Premium Access ($119/year) - allows cloud-based storage of all documents in a password
protected account.
Hardware Needs
o Landline phone with hold feature - $35 on Amazon
o Desktop Computer with Windows 10, minimum 8 GB Ram, reasonable processor & storage, monitor,
keyboard and mouse - $257.98 on Amazon Adventurer Drum Shop will use Windows based system as all
iOS systems start at $1,000 which is cost prohibitive.
o Router – provided by Comcast with data service
Telecommunications Needs
o Internet and phone access - $99/month from Comcast
Technology Personnel Needed
o Webhosting and maintenance through Luxinly Consulting – one time setup of $150, $50/month for
hosting and upgrades thereafter.
o On call IT support through OpenSpark or WolfConsulting as needed – all technology decisions will be
handled by owner Eli Jarovich with input from equity partner Sarah Knight.
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MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION
KEY EMPLOYEES/PRINCIPALS
Eli Jarovich, Lead Manager
•
•
•
•
•

Handles all day-to-day business operations with a focus on maximizing profits and success for Adventurer Drum Shop
Manages finances, outside representation and consultants
Scheduling, training, and hiring of all staff for the business
Sales-Floor staffing for all peak hours and non-covered hours
All Sales employees responsibilities while working in that position

Equity Partners
•

Provide advice and counsel to the Lead Manager

Sales employees
•
•
•
•

Providing a high level of customer service to all customers
Selling product to customers
Upselling where possible
Lifting and carrying merchandise, including packing and shipping as needed

COMPENSATION & INCENTIVES FOR KEY EMPLOYEES
Eli Jarovich, Lead Manager
•

60% of Owners Draw, paid monthly

Equity Partners
•

Percentage of Owner’s Draw based on individual equity

Sales employees
•
•
•

3% sales commission on all physical goods sold (excludes lessons)
$13/hour part-time wages
Additional bonuses and commissions as determined by the Lead Manager
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CONSULTANTS/SPECIALISTS
Adventurer Drum Shop will use the services of the following consultants and specialists:
•
•
•
•
•

Paychex Express (Payroll and Payroll Taxes)- $64/month ($60 base fee and $4 per employee)
LegalShield (Attorneys) - $39/month (Under 10 employees, includes 3 consultations, 20 legal letters, 20 document
reviews for contracts/etc., 5 debt collection letters and discounts on hourly rates for legal defense if needed)
Bookkeeping services - $70/month average according to Small Business Cost Helper
Tax prep services - $1,000/annually according to meeting Point Park Staff Consultation
Luxinly Consulting (Web development and hosting through Webflow) - $50 per month with a one time set up fee of
$250

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Eli Jarovich
CEO/Founder
Lead Manager

Equity Partners
Board
Advisory to CEO

Sales Employees

MANAGEMENT STYLE/CORPORATE CULTURE
Adventurer Drum shop wants all employees to feel safe, motivated and inspired. They plan to create a work environment that
recognizes and rewards successes and milestones. They will utilize the most important tool, communication, to understand
employee motivations and build trust between employees and management.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY GOALS
Adventurer Drum Shop strives to first and foremost create a business code of ethics on issues like environment, employee
diversity and respect, and customer service. Once the shop starts making a sustainable profit, 5% will be donated to local
organizations such as Boys and Girls Club to really give back to the Lawrenceville community.
COMPANY POLICIES
Adventurer Drum Shop will have basic company policies regarding general practices that need to be followed by all employees.
There will also be policies on its business and store hours. The business hours will be set aside for tasks other than selling
merchandise. Policies involving credit and customer service will be in place to assure it is giving adequate service while also
protecting their business from a financial and social standpoint.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Adventurer Drum Shop wants to give back to its Lawrenceville community as much as possible. It is important to the business to
reach out to children through free lessons and hosting block parties. One of the shops main goals is to be a neighborhood staple
for people to relieve stress.
SUSTAINABILITY
One-way Adventurer Drum Shop will remain sustainable is building a business on core beliefs, with pure intentions. Staying true
to what Adventurer Drum Shop offers while also accepting change in the industry as time goes on will be what makes the retail
business last.
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DEVELOPMENT, MILESTONES & EXIT PLAN
LONG-TERM COMPANY GOALS
•
•
•

Increase overall brand awareness
Increase total income by at least 10% in the next two years
Reduce ongoing business expenses within the first 5 years

GROWTH STRATEGY
The growth strategy will start with simple things like indexing the website to show up in more online searches to be easily
found. Working social media profiles like Instagram, Facebook and TikTok will further the brand awareness of Adventurer Drum
Shop. Being up to date in industry trends is especially important for a niche retail company.
MILESTONES
•
•
•
•

Gain repeat customers
Create a compelling & effective marketing strategy
Gain a positive market response
Maintain a positive cashflow

RISK EVALUATION
The biggest risk when starting this business is the fact that the shop is starting it in the middle of a global pandemic. The
business also faces risks of bankruptcy and competitive risks. When hiring, there is always the risk of brining employees onto
the team who aren’t the right fit.
EXIT PLAN
The primary goal of any business is to be successful, but in the event that Adventurer Drum Shop is no longer profitable or the
equity partners would like to divest their interest it is essential to have a clear exit strategy. If it becomes necessary to close the
store the remaining inventory and fixtures will be sold to repay the equity investors at a percentage of recoupment
commensurate with their investments. Any equity partner is welcome to sell their equity at any time at a valuation determined
by the Adventurer Drum Shop bookkeeping services.
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THE FINANCIALS
FOR ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION PLEASE REFERENCE THE INCLUDED EXCEL FILE
“ADVENTURER DRUM SHOP – FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS.XLSM”

YEAR 1: CASH FLOW (2021)
$14,000

$12,000

$10,000

$8,000
Net Cash Flow

$6,000

Ending Cash Balance
$4,000

$2,000

$0
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August
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June

May

April

March

February

January

-$2,000
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YEAR 1: FINANCIALS AT-A-GLANCE (2021)
$20,000

$15,000

$10,000
Gross Sales
$5,000

Gross Profit
Net Profit

$0

-$5,000
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Year 1: Net Sales (2021)
$16,000

$14,000

$12,000
Drum Sets under $1000
$10,000

Drum Sets $1000-$1500

Drum Sets over $1500

$8,000

Peripherals & Souveniers

$6,000

Lessons
$4,000

$2,000
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5-Year Financials at-a-Glance
$300,000

$250,000

$200,000
Gross Sales
Gross Profit

$150,000

Net Profit
$100,000

$50,000

$0
2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

SOURCES OF FUNDS
LOANS AND EXTERNAL DEBT
Adventurer Drum Shop will not be taking any external debt/loans. All financing for this project is through Equity Capital
Investments and Angel Investors.
EQUITY INVESTMENTS
Adventurer Drum Shop will receive Equity Capital Investments from the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eli Jarovich - $5,000 - 70% Equity
Sarah Knight - $1,000 - 10% Equity
Machaela Erdeljac - $1,000 - 10% Equity
Nicole Lakovic - $1,000 - 10% Equity
Parents of Eli Jarovich - $1,000 - 0% Equity
Anonymous Angel Investor - $5,000 - 0% Equity
Anonymous Angel Investor - $1,000 - 0% Equity
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PLAN ASSUMPTIONS
SALES ASSUMPTIONS
PRODUCT LINE

2021 SALES
$

2022 SALES
UNITS

$

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE %
UNITS

DRUM KITS UNDER $1000
MSRP

31,500

42

40,500

54

28.5%

DRUM KITS $1000-1500
MSRP

28,750

23

32,500

26

13%

DRUM KITS OVER $1500
MSRP

19,250

11

26,250

15

36.4%

DRUM PERIPHERALS &
SOUVENIRS

84,000

4200

94,000

4700

12%

LESSONS

1,400

120

3,240

272

12.5% *adjusted to reflect
a full year sales in 2021

•
•
•

All projected sales, profit margins based on telephone interview with Alex Simpson, owner of Rupp’s Drums located in
Denver, Colorado.
Prices are expected to remain relatively flat for Drum Kits, Peripherals and Souvenirs with small adjustments based on
inflation.
Adventurer Drum Shop will not be offering lessons for the first half of 2021. The booking fee will remain stable unless
there are significant changes to the availability of instructors or demand for lessons in the future. The assumption is
sales will average four drum lesson per drum kit sold in the under $1,500 price range.

PERSONNEL/MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

Eli Jarovich will be the Operations and Sales Manager, covering sales floor and managing all day-to-day operations of
the Adventurer Drum Shop. He will be compensated via Owner’s Draw.
One part-time sales associates to cover 15 hours of sales floor time weekly paid $13 per hour.
3% commission on all product sales but not lessons.
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GROSS PROFIT MARGIN
•
•
•

Drum Kits (all price ranges) – 40% profit margin (per interview with Rupp's Drums) with drum kits priced close to
$1,000 being the most popular items based on Guitar Center’s highest volume sorting for which kits sell best.
Peripherals & Souvenirs – Average price of $20 with a 40% profit margin (per interview with Rupp's Drums) Average
transaction is 5 units per customer per month.
Lessons – $15 per lesson (instructors set price and pay a per-unit booking fee for lesson space, booking service and
sales) – lessons may range in cost to the consumer from $50-75 as charged by the instructor with the flat fee being
retained by Adventurer Drum Shop.

KEY EXPENSES
INVENTORY PURCHASING
•
•

For the first month of business Adventurer Drum Shop will purchase 2x inventory needed on hand to ensure they
always have items on display, subsequent months they will purchase to replace only items sold from on hand inventory
40% of drum sets and 100% of peripherals will be assumed to sell from on-hand stock, 60% of drum sets will be dropshipped to customers requiring less on-hand inventory purchasing.

OUTSIDE CONSULTANT OR SPECIALIST FEES
•
•
•
•

Paychex Express - $64/month ($60 base fee and $4 per employee)
LegalShield - $39/month (Under 10 employees, includes 3 consultations, 20 legal letters, 20 document reviews for
contracts/etc., 5 debt collection letters and discounts on hourly rates for legal defense if needed)
Bookkeeping services - $70/month average according to Small Business Cost Helper
Tax prep services - $1,000/annually according to meeting Point Park Staff Consultation
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MAJOR CAPITAL PURCHASES
EQUIPMENT TO BE PURCHASED AT TIME OF OPENING:
ITEM

COST

SOURCE

NOTES/TERMS/FINANCING
OPTIONS

48” Display Case

$302.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 2

48” Register Counter

$296.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Slatwall Pinwheel Display

$209.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 2

48”X 24” Slatwall Panel

$164.99

Displays 2 Go Website

Likely will need 4

Slatwall Hooks (Set Of 25)

$18.79-$20.11

Displays 2 Go Website

Get a mix of 6” and 8”

Slatwall Acrylic Displays

$4-$30 based on size

Displays 2 Go Website

Slatwall Cymbal Display
Arms

$5-$6

Midisplays Website

Drumstick Bin

$44.80

Midisplays Website

24”X36” Plexiglass Sheet
(X2)

$49.99

Amazon

Landline Phone

$35

Amazon

Exterior Sign

$1,000
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MAJOR MARKETING EXPENSES
Per the Marketing Plan for Adventurer Drum Shop
VEHICLE
Social Media Advertising
Graphic/Web Design
Flyers/Brochures

Merchandising Displays
Tv & Radio
Online

SPECIFICS

FREQUENCY

COST PER YEAR

Instagram, Facebook

5 times a week
minimum

$1,800 Average

Internal

Once

$0

For upcoming events,
and to have around the
shop

As needed

$150

To display items

One-time purchase
(as outlined above)

$3,000

Radio Spots on relevant
stations and Spotify

3 times a week

$2,400

Website Design,
Hosting and
Maintenance

One time set up of $250
for SEO specialization and
web design (hour
consultation, 1.5 hour
setup off template),
monthly expense of
$50/month for hosting
($25- Webflow) and
Maintenance (30
min/month) services.
Internal updates of
merchandise
photos/pricing etc.
handled by staff (Free).

$250 one-time
$600/year subscription

(Luxinly Consulting)
Email Newsletters
Website Development
Maintenance

Using constant
contact

Monthly ($15/month
plan)

$180

Internal

As needed

$0

Social Media Specialist

As needed

$0
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OTHER KEY EXPENSES
DEPOSITS
•
•

$2,000 Security Deposit for Location Rental
$400 Utilities Rental (per Cutitta)

INSURANCE
•

Liability insurance ($185 quarterly) per inc.com estimate

UTILITIES
•
•
•
•

According to Electricity Local, “The average monthly commercial electricity bill in Pennsylvania is $491”
According to the People’s Gas online calculator, powering a water heater and furnace would average $45.33 monthly
According to PgHO2’s website the average commercial rate for sewer and water is $17.04
Monthly utilities will be $525 rounding up for these estimates

TECHNOLOGY
ON PREMISES
•
•
•
•
•

Internet and phone access - $99/month from Comcast
Office 365 - $150 for a one-time installation
QuickBooks - $25/month with expansion as needed to $70 a month
Desktop Computer with Windows 10, minimum 8gb Ram, reasonable processor & storage, monitor, keyboard and
mouse - $257.98 on Amazon for mid-range model.
Square Register - $49/month for full setup including cash drawer and receipt printer.

CLOUD STORAGE
•

•

•

Square Register – self-contained hardware with software that uploads to acloud-based business management
program. All Square software is cloud-based and can be accessed from any logged-in location, register is $40 per
month to rent
Keypass – A free secure password management service that allows for secure password creation and stores those
passwords in a protected master database. Allows for quick identification of passwords that may need to be changed
when an employee leaves, while also allowing access to passwords to those in need.
Dropbox with Premium Access ($119/year) - allows cloud-based storage of all documents in a password protected
account.
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POSTAGE & SHIPPING EXPENSES
•

In Q1&Q2 of 2021 Adventurer drum shop expects to do 60% of their business online, phasing downwards to 40% of
their business online by 2022 – the majority of these orders will be shipped or drop shipped directly to consumers.
o In 2021 Q1 and Q2 9 drum sets will be shipped from the retail location
30 total drum kits sold * 60% online = 18 sets shipped from any location
50% of kits estimated to be drop shipped directly from manufacturers = 9 sets shipped from Adventurer Drum
Shop Directly
o In 2021 Q3 and Q4 6 drum sets will be shipped from the retail location
30 total drum kits sold * 40% online = 12 sets shipped from any location
50% of kits estimated to be drop shipped directly from manufacturers = 6 sets shipped from Adventurer Drum
Shop Directly
o Drop shipping will incur no additional shipping costs.
o Per the DrummerWorld forums, a 5 piece drum kit costs roughly $75 to ship with an additional $30 in
packaging. The annual shipping cost of these items will be $1,575 total or $132 per month avg.
o Smaller peripheral/souvenir items will cost roughly $20 to pack and ship per order.
300 units per month Q1/Q2 *60% online = 180 items sold * 6 months = 1080 items
300 units per month Q3/Q4 *40% online = 120 items sold * 6 months = 720 items
1800 units / Average 5 units per transaction= 360 transactions *$20 shipping = $7200
$7200 shipping annually = $600/month
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